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After becoming pre-teens, they’ve been conditioned & predisposed to keeping their 
thoughts to themselves & it will be somewhat difficult to ‘pry’ the answers from 
them to the questions that you now possess. The ‘one word’ answers (from them) 
ensue. The gap (emotionally) between you & them broadens & ultimately you are 
strangers living under the same roof.  

ALL OF WHICH, is what the devil wants ANYWAY!!!!! he (lower-cased 
intentionally) wants you to be too busy to pay attention to your child or to 
spend quality time talking, laughing with & Loving them. The devil wants the 
TV, the Internet, video games, FaceBook, Twitter, Snapchat, chat rooms, 
Instagram, friends & magazines to substitute your influence in the Life of your 
child or…to BECOME your OWN, personal distraction concerning…your 
child(ren)! These arenas are all avenues that the devil spews his godless-venom 
through, in attempts to infect their (your) spirit and rationale.  

If the devil can’t kill them, which he will undoubtedly try to do, he wants them to 
end up like I recently was: a full-grown adult, feeling pressured to the max, living a 
life COMPLETELY unsatisfied, living & doing things only trying to please 
people at church & work, wondering how long the wait for soul-fulfillment will be. 
–Knowing that the enemy has his TRAPs WD-40’d up, waiting on me to fall prey 
to depression, disappointment & discouragement, once again.  

If the devil cannot kill you or your seed, he is equally happy with making sure 
that you do not operate in God’s Power that Jesus died & was Resurrected for you 
(us) to have access to. The enemy is fine with you staying in a pitiful, dark pit, 
secret or not. As long as you aren’t producing Glory for Yahweh, the Great I 
AM…the devil couldn’t give two hoots.  

The evil one doesn’t want you to be like the NEW me that is AWAKENING to 
righteousness, -realizing that I do not…have to be an ejaculation-bag for the 
devil’s skilled males; spiritually-trained men who AIM to purposely deceive me 
(and women who are secretly like me) with the ‘prospect’…of ‘possible’ ‘love’. These 
demonically-used-prophetically-trained men are experts are feeding & fueling 
false dreams.  

–The devil doesn’t want us to realize these same type of men/& women (they 
have different faces, but the same, secretive-evil nature) are scandalous-spiritual 
liars that want us fascinated & deluded with mental-implantations of suggestive-
malarkey that will never be. 


